Samedi 30 Novembre / Saturday 30 November

University of Chicago Center in Paris, 6, rue Thomas Mann, 75013 Paris

9h00 : Accueil
Présentation des projets collectifs
Presentation of collective projects

09h15 : Alberto Voltolini: Projet COST: Applying a Sort of Imagination in Fiction

10h00 : Takahashi Kohei : Seminar of Japanese Literature and Fictionality

PAUSE

11h00 : Gregory Currie, Heather Ferguson, Stacie Friend and Lena Wimmer : Learning from Fiction

11h45 : Anne Duprat, Alison James, Sébastien Wit : Projet ALEA

12h30 - 14h : Déjeuner (sur place)/ Lunch break (on site)

14h00 : Monika Fludernik : The Freiburg Graduate School Factual and Fictional Narration (GRK 1767) and the Collaborative Research Centre (SFB 1015) Otium

14h45 : Françoise Lavocat: Populations of Characters: Statistics and Demography

PAUSE

15h45 : Sylvie Patron : Optional-Narrator Theories: Attempts at Unification

16h30 : Henrik Skov Nielsen: Centre for Fictionality Studies – Past, Present and Future Research

17h15-18h00 : Conclusions